Judith Negron is a cohort 21 scholar and part of P2P's speaker's bureau. She also served as a panelist in the recent P2P + JHU event. "As a returning citizen, we often carry a constant stigma that limits us - mentally and physically. It is life saving to know that programs like P2P exist to help us break through those barriers."

Phillip Alvin Jones is a man who despite being incarcerated at Washington State has both graduated from P2P's cohort 23 and produced a podcast called: "The Wall: Behind and Beyond." This episode features a panel including P2P team members and cohort graduates!

Learn more about recent events in prison education:

- U.S. Department of Education Announces Expansion of Second Chance Pell Experiment
- Dr. Andrisse recently visited the Ronald Reagan Institute for a panel on barriers to college education in prison.
- Blog post from P2P Scholar Coordinator William Freeman on second chances
P2P members went to Capitol Hill to educate and inform legislative offices about P2P work, engage formerly incarcerated advocates to impact change, and meet with staffers in charge of justice and education issues. One focus was on restoring Pell grant eligibility for individuals in prison!

- See this amazing video by staff member Jessica Snow showing P2P members advocating on Capitol Hill!

P2P's first Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion cohort recently graduated with a driving mission to leverage lived experiences to help companies be more inclusive and build diverse and equitable workplaces.

Rose, a recent graduate, commented: "My personal experience with this cohort was totally eye-opening for understanding stereotypes, conscious and unconscious biases as well as discovering and reframing techniques. It was amazing informative and thought provoking!"

P2P is hosting a virtual job fair on June 18th, 2022. Opportunities to network with successful employers, community partners, and leaders training and hiring in fields of STEM, law, advocacy, construction, hospitality, community service, and outreach!

Registration Link
6/18/22, 10 AM - 1 PM EST

Are you a P2P alumni? Click here to stay in touch!

Connect with us on social media!